If You Like...
Where the Crawdads Sing
You Might Like...

The Care and Feeding of Ravenously Hungry Girls by Anissa Gray (FIC GRAY, A.)
The Mothers meets An American Marriage in this dazzling debut novel about mothers and daughters, identity and family, and how the relationships that sustain you can also be the ones that consume you. The Butler family has had their share of trials, as sisters Althea, Viola, and Lillian can attest, but nothing prepared them for the literal trial that will upend their lives.

Tell the Wolves I’m Home by Carol Rifka Brunt (F BRUNT)

Let’s No One Get Hurt by Jon Pineda (Fic PINEDA, J.)

My Absolute Darling by Gabriel Tallent (FIC TALLENT, G.)

To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee (YA FIC LEE, H.)

The Great Alone by Kristin Hannah (FIC HANNAH, K.)
In Kristin Hannah's The Great Alone, a desperate family seeks a new beginning in the near-isolated wilderness of Alaska only to find that their unpredictable environment is less threatening than the erratic behavior found in human nature.

Marrow Island by Alexis M. Smith (F SMITH)

Driftless by David Rhodes (FIC RHODES, D.)

The Birdskinner by Alice Greenway (FIC GREENWAY, A.)

The Orchardist by Amanda Coplin (FIC COPLIN, A.)

The Risen by Ron Rash (FIC RASH, R.)
The Story of Edgar Sawtelle by David Wroblewski (FIC WROBLEWSKI, D.)
Sycamore by Bryn Chancellor (FIC CHANCELLOR, B.)
The Barrowfields by Phillip Lewis (FIC LEWIS, P.)
All the Living by C.E. Morgan (FIC MORGAN, C.)